Run 2177 November 7th
Sand Dancer Run (joint Northside run)
Hares: Even Optus and Leech
The two packs gathered at Curlew park, although many of the Brisbane Men’s HHH were
early as we had such a long distance to Travel – we wanted to get in early…..…. We were also in
the wrong Carpark. Moving to the correct location both clubs assembled with a few dickless
runners in amongst us….. Ring-Piece was already in the parking area with his 18,000,000cc
Honda Bigfuckoffbike and was giving out Free test drives for AU$ 10.00 each.
We started late again at 18h30!!! One has to ask why is the Brisbane Hash subservient to all the
other break away hash clubs. We start religiously at 6:15pm. Now that that’s off my chest and
after a very brief brief, the hares called the on to the South West. Immediately we were hit by the
First CB. Although obvious it still caught out the whole pack. It was good running with a large
crowd and a couple of the Northside Hashers were pretty good runners leading the charge. The
Northside hash horn produces some ‘F minor’ calls that confused the Brisbane Men’s hash. Of
course the Brisbane men’s are used to high quality musical jingles. I must say if there was a
Hash Horn competition, The Brisbane men’s hash Horn would be outstanding. He has great
poise when blowing the horn, a straight upstanding member of the community, produces such a
great clear note that reverberates around the running course, gently guiding lost runners home, he
has a highly musical ear and is just an all round damn fine outstanding fellow, in fact at the next
hash night I think everyone should buy him a beer!!!!!!.The pack was kept together by some
good trail marking and I myself was caught by almost all the CB’s. Scruffy who was beside me
was cursing as he was following blindly.

On-on the pack went, and around the back streets of

Sandgate, many of the Brisbane Hash had to follow the trail religiously as local Knowledge was
not apparent in this far away location. Ringpiece, looked like he knew where he was going, so I
kept close to him. JC and Floater gout caught at a few two ways and ran some additional
Kilometers for their efforts. Eventually we came to the sea front and it was here we Lost
Ringbark and many other Hashmen as we split into two groups….. together….. sort of……..
We ran along flinders parade, to the last RG. After a quick song we continued along the Parade
past the Sandgate pool to some parkland. From there the remaining Hashmen ran up a flight of
stairs, and at the top there was shinning beacon of light…. It was pub. It was all we could do to

prevent ourselves from stopping (where I may add a most of the Walking dead, did stop) before
it was back on trail and a short sprint back to the On on.
The Circle was large and confusing affair, with a bit of a singing competition. The hash Anthem
was the outright winner (in my humble opinion).

There were several Icings and a few

announcements. There was an attempted ‘Nash Hash’ plug – which was hastily stopped, and the
SOTW was announced I think. That Hash Nosh was great with AU$ 3.00 steak rolls. The piss
was provided from North side at AU$2.00 a tin. Overall a great run, really well marked and the
CB’s, Two-Ways a caught most of the runners out at almost every turn. and the night was worth
the long haul northwards, for a good bit of seaside exercise.
Run: 8/10 - well set without many hills
On-On: 8/10
Food: 8.76539/10
Shit of the Week: – ??
On On Chips

